Красный день звезда 2022 !!
(Hammer + Sickle Day 2022)
Gladstone Range
Sunday November 6th
Match Director: Lindsay Keats
Range Officer: Derek M
Set up and Sighting in from 09:00
Competition starts 10:00
$10.00 for non Wairarapa members
Match 1 Kursk
Trinity: Usual format. Fig 12; 5 rounds and one minute per position. Total 15 rounds
Match 2 Stalingrad
Shoot the Oberst then take out the Grenadiers: One steel plate at 100 m and a figure 12
at 100m
You have 12 shots, when you hit the plate you can engage the fig 12 with your remaining
rounds. As soon as the plate is down any remaining rounds may be shot at your figure 12.
Start position is standing with hot rifle until the plate is hit then you may adopt any
position. 75 Seconds
Match 3: Take the Reichstag Start at 100yd and fire five shots prone weak handed,
advance to 75yd and fire 5 shots sitting, advance to 50yd and fire 5 shots kneeling or
squatting, advance to 25yd and fire 5 shots standing weak hand. 45 seconds per position.
Rifles will be cleared and when the command is given all shooters will advance to the next
mark; loading may only be done when you reach the next mark, time includes moving and
loading. Figure 12.
Match 4: Stand for the Motherland
Start standing with hot rifle loaded with 5 rounds. On command fire those rounds and reload and fire
an additional 5 rounds.10 shots. 60 seconds. Figure 12. 100yd
Match 5: Capitalist Imperialist Dogs Versus Glorious Workers Party
2 Teams Bosses versus Workers- shoot at 2 vertical posts- first one down wins. unlimited
ammo and any rifle. The post this year will be a 2 in. x 2 in. one. Harder to hit but quicker to
topple if you are on target.
Eligibility: Unless otherwise stated, the trophies are for communist manufactured iron
sighted firearms in Warsaw pact in 7.62 x 54R. All matches are iron sights except match 1

which as per Michael Dobson’s instructions many years ago includes Mosin Nagant sniper
rifles.
Trophies for :
Best military rifle chambered in 7.62 X 54R. (Match 1only) Zhukov Trophy
Red Star winner matches 1, 2, 3 + 4.
Match 5 is a fun/standalone one for bragging rights.
All rifles are welcome and will be classed as:
Service. Modern Service and Open.
Keeper Trophies are available in each class.

